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The President’s Column
By Jim Britain, WCBA President 2013
COURT FUNDING ISSUES CONTINUE
Four years ago, I served on an ad hoc committee established by then
WSBA President, Katti Esp, to address Whatcom County court funding issues. At
least as measured by the recent approval of a fourth Whatcom County Superior
Court judge and the ending of furlough-induced courthouse closings, some improvement resulted.
Yet, the recent Washington Senate budget proposal to cut funding to the Superior Courts by 32%
underscores the reality that chronic underfunding of the judiciary persists. During the afternoon when the
Senate passed its budget containing these extreme cuts, I received an urgent email from Judge Snyder
requesting that the Bar promptly contact Senators to urge restoration of current funding levels. Before
we could act, the Senate passed its budget, complete with a 32% reduction in Superior Court funding.
Fortunately, the House budget maintains nearly all prior court funding levels. As I write this, a few
days before the scheduled conclusion of the legislative session, most reports project that a budget will
not be passed by both the House and Senate in the regular session and will have to be resolved in a special session. If that projection plays out, time will remain for any of you who believe that court funding
should not be cut to contact your legislators advocating for preserving judicial funding levels.
Recently, Judge Snyder and I wrote a guest editorial that appeared in the April 18 Bellingham Herald and other local publications. The Bar Officers also sent the following email to Whatcom County legislators:
The officers of the Whatcom County Bar Association are writing to urge you and the
Legislature generally to pass a budget that at least maintains funding for the operation of
the Washington Superior Courts at the 2012 level. Washington State already ranks 50 th nationally in its funding of the judiciary. Any further erosion in that funding level would be devastating to parties who regularly rely on the courts for the administration of justice. Aside
from unacceptable delays in criminal matters, further cuts would have a dramatic deleterious impact on parties with business interests and property interests, those with family law
issues, especially children, those with serious injuries, and those seeking the assistance of
the court with respect to probate and guardianship, to name a few.
The courts are a core function of government, and the judiciary represents the third
branch of government. If parties can no longer rely on the effective application of law and
administration of justice, then all other governmental functions will suffer and the substance
of our social fabric may be damaged.
At the very least, the seven-tenths of one percent of the state’s budget currently directed to the judiciary should be maintained, if not expanded. Please promptly act to at
least maintain the superior court budget at the minimum level necessary to ensure access
to justice for all Washington citizens.
In addition, the LAW Advocates Board has authorized its officers to send a letter/email advocating for
maintaining court funding. For any of you inclined to add your voice to this lobbying effort, feel free to borrow from the editorial or Officer’s email to the extent you might find it useful.
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Even if the House budget prevails on this issue and court funding is maintained at roughly current
levels, the sad facts will remain that Washington still will only devote 7/10 of one percent of its budget to
this critical function, and the State will continue to rank dead last in court funding. Over the past three
years, I have been a ghost writer on or co-author of three guest editorials published in the Herald and
other local publications. Others have engaged in significant efforts to raise public awareness of this issue
and lobby political leaders to increase court budgets.
Yet, one can only conclude, based on current levels of funding and the recent attack on judicial
budgets, that those efforts have, at best, been ineffective. Anecdotal evidence buttresses this factual
support. After I co-authored a guest editorial published in the Herald in connection with Law Day last
year, I made the mistake of looking at the Herald bloggers’ reaction. The comments to what I believed to
be a neutral and civic-minded piece were blistering in their criticism of lawyers seeking to feather their
own nests. Although I recognize that this blogosphere tends to voice a skewed and cynical view, it is
hard to conclude that these bloggers were not echoing views held by a not insignificant portion of the
public.
The obvious conclusion is that we are failing at educating the public on the important role of the
courts in our society and in the day-to-day lives people from all segments of the population. Unfortunately, I do not have any grand solution for this problem other than attorneys consciously initiating communications with non-lawyers seeking to raise awareness and appreciation for the importance of the judiciary
in everyday life. I welcome and encourage additional proposals for action from any of you.
At the risk of touching the proverbial political “third rail” among members of the Washington Bar,
adjusting the filing fee structure might be considered as an option. I bring the perspective of 11 years of
commercial litigation experience in Ohio. Court cost varied with the number and volume of pleadings filed
and would be expressly allocated in orders and settlements. The fee structure had the advantage of
charging litigant amounts for court services that roughly correlated to resources used, and to somewhat
lesser extent, to the scope and magnitude of the particular case.
Judges of the Common Pleas Court (equivalent to our Superior Court) had attorney law clerks,
much like Federal judges, and their written decisions were separately reported by the State and could be
cited as precedent. Overall, I believe that these additional resources enhanced the quality and predictability of trial court decisions.
Although I appreciate that such a potential increase in court costs might inappropriately limit access to justice, mechanisms could be built in to address that concern. For well-heeled litigants, however,
payment of costs approximating their use of judicial resources should not raise legitimate concerns. Under current circumstances, a careful consideration of potentially adjusting the court fee schedule may be
warranted.
State Bar Disciplinary Notices

Jim Haigh Sighting

As some of you are probably aware, the State’s Bar
Magazine has stopped publishing the details of disciplinary
proceedings. I have written to them asking them to reverse
their policy as it serves an important transparency and educational purpose. Should WCBJ take up this essential job? If
you have an opinion or are willing to assist in the job, please
write me with your thoughts, which I will compile. ~R!

Formerly local attorney, Jim Haigh, who moved to
California earlier this year to take a job with the Office of Enforcement for California’s Department of Managed Health
Care … was recently spotted in town, where I was able to accost him and demand an article updating us on the happenings
of his life. He informed me that he still reads the WCBJ, so
hopefully we will see that article soon!

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com

In any case, the WCBJ congratulates Jim on the job
and wishes him the best in all his endeavors.
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Shame
By Kristen Barron

WHAT IS WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE??

I think my pained and close-mouthed smile says it all. It evidences the shame of my burden in bearing the
"sippy cup" of second place when I should have been hoisting the titan of a trophy known as the Rainier
Cup.
Do you see the size of the trophy that Gail Smith from SKAGIT COUNTY is holding?!!! That - my dear
colleagues who have somehow missed this - is the Rainier Cup. It is awarded to the county with the highest
participation in the State's Equal Justice Campaign. You can see it is Stanley Cup size. I also want you to
know that every time this cup is discussed or shown, they play the Olympic theme song and other such inspiring ditties. They show videos of incredible victories to inspire us to win the Rainier Cup. But alas, do
you see me… chagrined, with the sippy cup?
Some of you know that I currently chair Washington State's Access to Justice Board. This is a volunteer
board appointed by the Supreme Court to coordinate and oversee the state's civil legal services resources for
(Continued on page 5)
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vulnerable, low and moderate income people and to advance access to justice for these people. My service on
the ATJ Board requires me to be in Seattle far too often and spend far too much time with other volunteers
trying to find ways, without any real budget, to help those who cannot afford a lawyer gain meaningful access
to our justice system. Having said all of that - I do love this work. I am committed to the people we serve. I
have a deep belief that we can make our system better for those having the least ability to access the justice
system. I also believe in the "trickle-down" theory here - if we make the system better for vulnerable, low
and moderate income folks we make it better for everyone.
Because of my work on the ATJ Board and getting to know more about civil legal needs in the state and how
each county responds, I continue to be full of pride in our corner of the State. Our local Bar is very committed to serving low and moderate people - in terms of both time and money. Law Advocates continues to
be one of the crown jewels of volunteer legal service in the State. You know how great I think you all are and this past four years of ATJ service has only served to increase my esteem for you. You are truly remarkable - even if I did have to hold the sippy cup of second place.
Yet...as good as we are, we can be better. Now is the time for us to wrest the Rainier Cup from our
"bretheren and sisteren" from the South and that dear, and lovely man Gail Smith and return it to its rightful
home in Whatcom County. Simply put, Whatcom County needs YOU to make a contribution to the Equal
Justice Campaign in the next several weeks. As with many things in life, the most important part here is participation - not amount. Even $25 or $50 will do a lot to restore us to our rightful position. You can go on
the Law Fund website and make a donation, you can respond to the email that will come in the next few
weeks, or you can say yes when we call you.
All kidding aside, what your contribution really does is make a difference for real people who are already vulnerable and struggling to care for themselves and their families AND navigate this Orwellian justice system
we have created.
In the meantime, I promise to step up my weights training regime so I am in prime condition to join you as
we hoist the behemoth of the Rainier Cup over our victorious heads!! And do better for poor people in our
community.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Nancy at
647-1916, ext. 112; Or email nancy@hollanderinvestments.com Conference Room available for
Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants. New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 24h!

Adoption Services Provider
Pre & Post Placement Reports, international & domestic adoptions, step-parent & grand parent
adoptions. JoAnn Vesper, MSW, LICSW. 25+ years experience; Court approved/Lic.#00005239; 360714-9189; joann.vesper@gmail.com
Paralegal wanted— The law firm of Lester & Hyldahl, PLLC seeks a full-time personal injury legal
assistant. Salary and benefits DOE. Applicants should provide a resume and cover letter to
Tom@lesterhyldahl.com. No phone calls.
A nearly complete set of both Wash. Reports/Wn. 2d as well as Wash App. (up 'til
2007) are available for free. Located at Roehl & Roehl, 1303 Commercial, Suite 8, Bellingham, 360 733-4640. You haul and need to be removed by Mid May.

Experienced Paralegal Available - Legal Assistant/Paralegal with 15 years of experience seeking
employment. Available for vacation relief or temp work until employed full time. Contact me at
johnson_rhondam@yahoo.com or 360-319-5744 to request resume/references.
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Wager of Battle.1

As gleaned by Rajeev

Encyclopedia Britannica on “Evidence (Law)”: “...It may be that a
certain awe associated with the two great elements of fire and water
made them appear preeminently suitable for dangerous tests by which
God himself was to pass on guilt or innocence. Trial by battle had
much the same origin. To be sure, the powerful man relied on his
strength, but it was also assumed that God would be on the side of
right...”
Your job as an attorney is to subvert and prevent justice. That is to say,
your job as an attorney is to prevent bodily harm to your client by advancing an agenda of discouraging self-help and encouraging “trial by 3rd party” or other dispute resolution that does not involve the shedding of life or
limb of your client, as the law has required throughout most of history. In
fact, our direct legal forefathers created our very careers over a millennia
ago, on trying to profit by getting clients excuses not to participate in proper
trials, those involving swords. Our legal forefathers get the credit, as over a
millennia ago they developed binding and persuasive methods of alternative
dispute resolution. These avoidance methods are still enshrined in our constitutional and common-law system, which we expropriated wholly, along
with the judicial infrastructure already in place back in 1776. They may not
have been as successful as they thought, however, in removing the remedy from our toolkit.
“Wager of Battle” aka “Trial by Combat” aka “Trial by Ordeal” aka “Trial by Battle” (for multi-party or classaction suits) aka “Judicial Duel (for appeals)” is a legal practice that is almost universal in origin and practice, from before history began to be recorded. In fact, it was not until The Assize of Clarendon in 1166 that Henry II of England
made civil jury trials available (and created a forcible draft for serving on an accusing jury in criminal trials– a proto
grand-jury concept). The codification and procedural stances, however, arise from the Classical era and took the form we
might still apply in Whatcom County in the late medieval period. ‘What...?’, you might say… “that can’t be legal!?” I
assure you, however, that there is no jurisdiction in the United States that the ABA knows of that has repealed it, 2 whereas in Great Britain it was repealed by statute in 1819 , a year after the last suit that utilized it, Ashford v. Thorton3 (other
Western countries abolished a century or two prior to the writing of the Articles of Confederation… but who cares about
those non-common-law heathens?).
Interestingly enough, as a response to the famed Boston Tea Party incident, the British Parliament proposed a measure in
1774 to strip the common law right of Wager by Battle and any Civil remedy to acts of Murder from the North American
colonies. It was only after great debate, that the defenders of the “gothic” origins of common-law jurisprudence prevailed, and the measure was withdrawn.4 So, we almost lost our right to Wager by Battle, but indeed we have not.
Now where did it come from? It was not a traditional part of Anglo-Saxon law where much of our common-law
rights and precedents come from, but it was introduced by the Normans
after their conquest of England in 1066. Unlike many Norman introductions, however, this was not Franco-Roman in origin but in fact had
origins the Anglo-Saxons could relate to. The Normans and other
Franks, had inherited codified tribal Germanic law which persisted
through their attempts to cast themselves as the Western heirs to Roman
heritage. For example, in an early codification of Germanic Ducal
Laws, dated to the early 700s, the process advised in the event of a
(Continued on page 8)
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boundary dispute was trial by combat (pay attention
land-use attorneys).5 “A handful of earth taken from
the disputed piece of land is put between the contestants and they are required to touch it with their swords,
each swearing that their claim is lawful. The losing
party besides forfeiting their claim to the land is required to pay a fine.” 6
“Okay,” you say, “but don’t we have laws
against dueling anyways that would at least imply this
remedy is not available?” I thought you might ask
that, so I checked. 11 States have Constitutional prohibitions against dueling; Washington is not one of them.
20 states and all federal territories and military bases
have codified prohibitions against dueling; Washington
is not one of them, though our National Guardsmen are
prohibited from engaging in such activity. You might
counter, “Well what about our Federal Constitution or
International Treaties on Human Rights?” While our Federal Constitution specifies that there is a right to a jury trial in criminal
matters, we should all be familiar with the plethora of civil matters where there is no right to jury trial, as well as the fact that English Common Law has been, by long established case law, been held to hold true. Furthermore, while the USA has signed many
human rights conventions, it has failed to ratify the majority of them. And really, who’s to say in this era of technological magnificence, parties could not stipulate to some quasi-non-lethal combat… Trial by Tazer.7
Indeed, Trial by Combat is actually quite progressive, much more so than our system, as it is a doctrine that recognizes
the civil rights of animals, something Washington is very weak on. Or at least, as persuasive authority, the French interpretation
of these Germanic laws do. In 1371, a greyhound witnessed the murder of his master by a rival. The rival buried the body, but the
dog sought out a friend of his master and led him back to the grave. This loyal dog scratched the dirt covering the grave until the
friend dug up the corpse. Later the dog spied his master’s killer, and attacked him viciously. The dog renewed his attacks at each
encounter, soon arousing suspicion since heretofore his nature had been gentle. The king ordered trial by combat between the man
and the dog to uncover the man’s guilt or innocence. At combat, the murderer was unable to contain the frenzied attack of the
dog, and undone by the dog’s fervor and tenacity, confessed to his crime and was duly hanged.8
Now, before you seek to bypass the civil jury trial for man or beast, you will need judicial approval, so I suggest you use
the motions calendar to get that approval; I called the Whatcom Superior Court, however, and they confirmed that they do not
have a preferred form for a Motion for Wager of Battle… so I suggest you do your own research into the matter and not rely on
my words… especially as I do not read Latin, Norman French or Old-English and all of anything I have written above is based on
secondary literature, and thus as a proper lawyer, I disavow all of the above… lest you challenge me to Wager by Battle.9

Endnotes
1— If this seems like déjà vu, then you have been diligently reading the Whatcom County Bar Journal since at least June 2010,
when another version of this article was in the editor’s Musings. You get a gold star. You should also consider advertising in the
Journal to support the Journal, or even better, write an article on whatever is on your mind!
2— Unless, of course things have changed since 1985 when the ABA Journal last addressed this: Donald J. Evans, “Forgotten
Trial Techniques: The Wager of Battle,” ABA Journal 71:66 (May 1985).
3— Ashford v Thornton, (1818) 106 ER 149 (K.B.), (1818) 1 B. & Ald. 405.
4— Mark Schoenfield, "Waging Battle: Ashford v Thornton, Ivanhoe and Legal Violence" in Medievalism and the Quest for the
‘Real’ Middle Ages, 61–86, (Clare Simmons, Ed., 1997).
5— The Lex Alamannorum (Recensio Lantfridana 81, dated to 712-730 AD).
6— Supra 4 citing Id.

7— Or for example, Ro-sham-bo. I’ll go first.
8— Jennie C. Meade, “The Duel,” George Washington University Law School (Retrieved 4-28-2013).
9— See Note 7.
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Civil Procedure Corner: Judicial Notice
By Bryan L. Page *
Judicial notice is more evidence than civil procedure. But I often see
the concept misused, so I thought it would be a useful topic to write
about.
Judicial notice is defined as a “court’s acceptance, for purposes of convenience and without requiring a party’s proof, of a well-known and
indisputable fact; the court’s power to accept such a fact.” 1 There are
various kinds of judicial notice. Judicial notice of an adjudicative fact
is usually notice of a fact that is relevant to the case and that is a fact
normally determined by the jury. There is also judicial notice of court records, judicial notice of
laws, and judicial notice of legislative facts used to interpret or determine the constitutionality of
statutes.
Adjudicative facts. Evidence Rule 201 governs judicial notice of adjudicative facts. A court may
take judicial notice of an adjudicative fact whether requested or not.2 A court must take judicial
notice when requested by a party and supplied with the necessary information.3 A party is entitled to be heard about the propriety of taking judicial notice.4 Judicial notice may be taken at
any stage of the proceeding.5 A judicially noticed adjudicative fact “must be one not subject to
reasonable dispute in that it is either (1) generally known within the territorial jurisdiction of the
trial court or (2) capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned.” 6 For a fact to be one of common knowledge that can be
judicially noticed, it must be “well established and authoritatively settled, without qualification
or contention.” 7 Uncertainty or widespread differences in belief will operate to preclude judicial notice.8 For a fact that can be verified by other sources, encyclopedias, authoritative works,
reports of committees, and scientific bodies are examples of sources that are accurate and reliable. 9
Court records. Courts can take judicial notice of the record in the same case before it.10 Courts
can also take notice of proceedings “engrafted, ancillary, or supplementary to” the proceeding
before the court.11 However, courts “cannot, while deciding one case, take judicial notice of records of other independent and separate judicial proceedings even though they are between the
same parties.12 But distinction should be made between consulting the records of another case
to determine whether a particular record exists or what a particular record contains and consulting the records of another case to determine whether a fact was found to be true or not. Most jurisdictions are willing to take judicial notice of a record of another case when the only question
is whether the record contains something particular, like a judgment entered on a particular
date.13
Laws. It goes without saying that state courts take judicial notice of state statutes and all information contained in those statutes.14 However, courts may also take judicial notice of administrative rules and city ordinances.15 Judicial notice of foreign laws from other countries is gov-
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erned by Civil Rule 9(k) and Civil Rule 44.1.
Legislative facts. Generally, “legislative facts refers to the sort of background information a judge
takes into account when determining the constitutionality or proper interpretation of a statute, when
extending or restricting a common law rule, or the like.” 16 In other words, facts that allow the
court to interpret the law.17 For instance, courts often consider legislative history.18 Voters pamphlets are also an example of legislative facts considered by courts.19
On appeal. If the trial court takes judicial notice of some fact, on appeal the trial court’s decision
will be reviewed de novo.20 This differs from the usual rule that evidentiary rulings are reviewed
for an abuse of discretion.21 If a party is requesting that a new fact be judicially noticed for the first
time on appeal, RAP 9.11 governs whether the appellate court will take judicial notice the new fact.
Judicial notice can help streamline and simplify a case. Time and money do not have to be spent
proving what everyone already knows. However, the circumstances in which judicial notice can be
used are limited. Knowing when and how to raise judicial notice can help move litigation towards
resolution in an efficient manner and in a manner favorable to your client.
* Bryan Page is an associate at Zender Thurston, P.S. and practices civil trial and appellate litigation in state and federal courts, with an emphasis on business, commercial, and real estate disputes. He can be reached at (360) 647-1500 or bpage@zenderthurston.com.
Endnotes
1. BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 381 (2nd Pocket ed. 2001).
2. ER 201(c).
3. ER 201(d).
4. ER 201(e).
5. ER 201(f).
6. ER 201(b).
7. Stone v. Sisters of Charity of House of Providence, 2 Wn. App. 607, 610, 469 P.2d 229 (1970).
8. Id.
9. State ex. rel. Humiston v. Meyers, 61 Wn.2d 772, 779, 380 P.2d 735 (1963).
10. State v. Scriver, 20 Wn. App. 388, 399, 580 P.2d 265 (1978).
11. In re Adoption of B.T., 150 Wn.2d 409, 415, 78 P.3d 634 (2003).
12. Id.
13. Karl B. Tegland, Wash. Practice: Evidence Law and Practice § 201.9 (5th ed.).
14. Gross v. City of Lynwood, 90 Wn.2d 395, 397, 583 P.2d 1197 (1978); State v. Harris, 44 Wn. App. 401, 408, 722 P.2d 867 (1986).
15. Brooks v. City of Seattle, 193 Wn. 253, 258, 74 P.2d 1008 (1938) (administrative rule); City of Spokane v. Knight, 96 Wn. 403, 405–06,
165 P.105 (1917) (ordinance); CR 9(i) (pleading an ordinance).
16. Karl B. Tegland, Wash. Practice: Evidence Law and Practice § 201.16 (5th ed.).
17. In re Marriage of Campbell, 37 Wn. App. 840, 845, 683 P.2d 604 (1984).
18. See, e.g., State v. Ramirez, 140 Wn. App. 278, 289 n.7, 165 P.3d 61 (2007).
19. State v. Green, 91 Wn.2d 431, 439, 588 P.2d 1370 (1979).
20. Fusato v. Wash. Interscholastic Activities Ass’n, 93 Wn. App. 762, 771–72, 970 P.2d 774 (1999).
21. See Davidson v. Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle, 43 Wn. App. 569, 572, 719 P.2d 569 (1986).
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Ramblings of a Small Time Country Lawyer
~By Rajeev!

“Representing Canadians”
Subtitle: Also, where J. Mura does his part for LAW Advocates.

If anyone is wondering if Judge Mura is
missing the excitement of the courtroom in retirement, I can assure you he is not. He fills his life
with more than enough excitement and adventure,
without having to listen to us drone on about the
UCC and which LLC owns which pallets of dry
Chinchilla food. I came to this realization as he
listened to me scream like a little girl as he
dropped me from the sky at about 10,000 feet as he
laughed maniacally.
Actually, I don’t know if he was laughing
maniacally, because all I could focus on was trying
my best (and failing) not to scream or crush my
No that’s not a drone or a spaceship, that’s J. Mura’s Diamond
or crush my bookkeeper, Sandie, with my deathDA-40 emerging from its hanger to take us skyward!
-grip. Also, when he dropped me from the sky, I was still inside his plane and he gave me fair warning
that a rollercoaster like free-fall was coming. As he started climbing, it was eerily exactly like a rollercoaster… that build up as the infernal carts slowly move upwards at a 45 degree angle, knowing that any
minute your stomach will be in your throat. The difference is that a plane can fall a lot further and faster!
One drop was enough for me, fun as it was.
It was all part of a great April morning that J. Mura donated to support LAW Advocates, which
included a wonderful aerial tour of San Juan and Whatcom Counties. His Honor is of the firm opinion
that there is nowhere more beautiful to fly about than
right here, and I am inclined to agree. I love both our
mountains and our islands; our snow-capped crags and
our shimmering waves surrounding tree-laden isles.
From the sky, they are only that much more impressive. Plus, one gets a very different impression of
how things are from the sky. It is hard to see, from a
certain height, where Whatcom ends and British Columbia begins. There is a convenient line of east-west
ominous1 looking mountains that are the terminus of
the Coastal Range, that lets us know “Hey! This part
of land is definitely ruled by hereditary monarch, and
not an elected executive whose power derives from a
2
mandate from the masses!” Before you get to that line of mountains, however, the ground looks the
same on one side or the other. In my day-to-day life, however, the border is very real and omnipresent in
my work as an attorney.
(Continued on page 13)
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Not only am I America’s 5th or 6th or maybe 7th line of defense on the border, keeping the wildly
easy-going Canadians at bay from you soft big-city Bellingham folks, but as the contiguous United
States’ northernmost lawyer,3 but I also enable a
lot of Canadians to interact with the United
States. I was about to say “enable Canadians to
interact with our Byzantine rules and regulations,” but coming from Canada most clients are
amazed with how simple, speedy and straightforward most litigation, transactions or permitting
is. I try to take as much credit as I can for that.
On the other hand, there are the few Canadians
who are either upset that there is a border…
“Your arbitrary border fascists won’t let me
cross to get gas and milk, just because I shot a
few men in my youth!,” or because the border
doesn’t work as a form of diplomatic immunity:
“Why should I have to pay these medical bills to
St. Joe’s?! That’s an American hospital, I AM
Mt. Baker from the sky, with Whatcom and BC behind it.
CANADIAN!” and “Washington can’t suspend my license for not paying tickets… I AM CANADIAN!”
Generally, Canadians are a well–educated, polite, hard-working and prosperous people, so it is almost always a pleasure to explain to them the ins and outs of our somewhat-less-Byzantine rules and regulations for life. In general they find our civil law to be fair and easy, and our criminal law to be terrifying and harsh; a lot of the fear of the criminal law or course, comes from the fact that 90% of Canadians
live within 100 miles of the border and Canadian exports account for greater than 80% of trade to the US
and greater than 50% of their imports come from the US. Even a civil infraction, for something like
smoking marijuana, for a Canadian, means the Federal alliance, that Washington is a member of, will leap
at the chance to exclude them from the USA for life… and given that Canada and the USA are so heavily
entwined, this is quite a surprising exile for many Canadians.
Fortunately, most of the time, good legal counsel can address their concerns, civil or criminal; but
you have to remember in a County like ours that Canadians do not have the freedom to go-and-please to
our offices like we do, and they live their lives under a different set of expectations– getting on the same
page with your client and educating them is critical for success. While from the sky, Washington and
Canada look like the same place, on the ground it is a whole other view– one that looks very different
whether you are looking north or south across the border.

~R!
Endnotes
1— Ominous, because they are Canadian, you see… therefore, different and un-American (Canadian translation: “un-South
North American”) and terrifying.
2— Credit for paraphrase to Michael Palin playing “Dennis the Constitutional Peasant” in Monty Python’s Holy Grail (1975).
3— This is a lie, because Roger Ellingson’s office is 10 feet north of mine; also I am not sure, but I am 99% positive that the
small portion of Lake of the Woods County, Minnesota that is north of the 49th parallel has no lawyers, as it is almost all water,
with the exception of a small exclave of the Red Lake Indian Reservation which has 119 people; but is interesting because Red
Lake Band of Chippewa was not re-assigned to the land but successfully asserts claim to the land by right of conquest and aboriginal title, and also notably successfully resisted pressure to adopt constitutional government under the auspices of the 1934 Indian
Reorganization Act, and also notably resisted and reversed some allotments made under the devastating Dawes Act of 1889 which
forced tribes to sell collectively held land. It is also one of the very few reservations entirely owned by its tribal members.
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Legal Transcription Service
Express Legal Transcription, L.L.C.
Fast * Accurate * Reliable

Serving Whatcom County’s legal community since 2004.
Let us transcribe your documents. 24 hour turn-around, $5.50 per page. Pickup and delivery service in Bellingham. Receive your drafts on disk or by email for
easy changes! Doctor letters, pleadings, demand packages, telephone interviews,
GAL reports . . . you name it! Resume and references available upon request.
We can accept tapes, MP3, WAV, WMA, DSS and Dragon files.
Express Legal Transcription,
L.L.C.
Sue Fox-Golombek
Phone: (360) 734-7920
(360) 739-6707
Fax:
(360) 734-7920
express@openaccess.org
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WHATCOM COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
MONTHLY MEETING
APRIL 3, 2013
I.

Call to Order: President Jim Britain called the meeting to order at 12:14 p.m.

II.
Recognition of Judicial Members, Guests and New Members: President Britain recognized and welcomed the following members of the Judiciary present: District Court Judge Elich; Superior Court Commissioner Verge and Municipal Court
Commissioner Smiley. Attorney Jamie Graves-Kautz was introduced as a new lawyer with the Northwest Justice Project, working on foreclosure prevention.
III.
Board of Governors Election: Commissioner Verge introduced Brad Furlong, candidate for the WSBA Board of Governors from Skagit County. Mr. Furlong outlined his reasons for running and priorities if elected. President Britain announced
that Mr. Furlong’s opponent, Shane Balloun, was invited to speak but was unable to attend.
IV.
Law Advocates Report: Terra Nevitt provided the Law Advocates Report. Law Advocates is still accepting nominations for the Liberty Bell Award, annually given to a non-lawyer for that person’s contributions to the legal community. The March
28, 2013 open house at the new Law Advocates office was attended by about 30-40 people. Terra recognized volunteers for
March: Justin Campbell, Murphy Evans, Lee Grochmal, Andy Heintz, David Henken, Bryan Lane, Sallye Quinn, Lauren Trent,
Teresa Williams and Lisa Wochos. Bryan Lane won the gift certificate drawing to Torre Cafe.
V.

‘

Committee Reports; Announcements:
Treasurer Report: Dennis Archer gave the Treasurer’s Report for the period March 1 through 31, 2013. Deposits for the
period were $1,216.75, which largely were comprised of 2013 membership dues. Expenses for the period were $693,
related to the bar lunch. The checking account balance is $42,896.26. The end of period balance is $58,052.31, which
includes $100.00 in Petty Cash and $15,056.05 in an operational reserves CD. Moved, seconded and passed to accept
the Treasurer’s Report.
B.
New Bar Committee Endeavors. President Britain reviewed the work by Bar committees as follows:
1)
Bylaws. Jim Britain distributed a redlined version of the bylaws prepared by the bylaws committee. The
changes: (1) confirmed the nomination and election process for board officers; (2) provided for electronic notice to
membership of board matters; and (3) allowed officers discretionary spending of up to $500 to handle miscellaneous
matters as they arise, such as the recent Mura retirement dinner. Proposed revisions will be voted on at the May meeting.
2)
Law Day. Jim Britain reported on plans for this year’s recognition of Law Day, May 1. In the past, we
have done a special “street law” program. This year, the focus will be on community education. We are planning a
viewing of the broadcast version of “Default: the Student Loan Documentary,” along with a panel discussion about the
movie. Tom Lester and David Vis have agreed to comment on the Debtor/Creditor issues. We are seeking volunteer
tax lawyers to participate. Arrangements have been made to hold a session at WWU. We are hoping to hold a similar
session at Whatcom Community College.
C.
Association Archive Project. No report.
D.
Washington Women Lawyers – Whatcom County Chapter: Wendy Bohlke reminded everyone of the April 10
brown bag lunch with local women in the judiciary, in which the jurists will speak about their career paths.
E.
Law Library Board: No report.
F.
BOG Report: Philip Buri reported on the discussions between the Supreme Court and the Bar on budgets and
the impact/validity of the dues reduction resolution. The goal is to keep bar dues at $315 through 2015. Ultimately,
however, the Supreme Court has the responsibility to decide on dues issues.
G.
CLE Committee. No report.
H.
Young Lawyers. The next mixer will be April 19, 2013 at 5:00 at the Copper Hog. All are invited.

VI.
New business: Law and Justice Mock Trial. Julie Helling discussed the Mock Trial program being conducted as part of
the coursework for the Law and Justice program. There is a desire to hold the event at the courthouse in the courtrooms on Saturday, June 1. The county charges fees for after hours use of the facility for security and maintenance expenses. Julie requests
that the WCBA sponsor the event and cover those expenses. Officers recommend approval, given the bar’s financial support for
similar YMCA programs. Moved, seconded and passed expenditure of up to $500 for expenses relating to the 2013 event.
Meeting adjourned: President Britain concluded the business meeting at 12:37 and then announced the meeting’s speaker,
Dave Reynolds, Clerk of the Superior Court.
The April 3, 2013 Minutes of the Whatcom County Bar Association were prepared by:
________________________
Bryan Lane, WCBA Secretary

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.
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And it’s easy to place your ad
E-mail your ad as an MS Word .doc, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
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